Outfit Bikes for “National Bike Month” with BOB® Trailers and Accessories
Beef Up Bicycle Commuter Gear with Trailers, Bags and other Cycling Essentials
Giving up the car for National Bike Month (May 2012) may
sound like a challenge. BOB, manufacturer of the first single-wheeled
bicycle trailers, helps make bicycle commuting easy and convenient
with trailers and accessories that turn two-wheel transportation into a
fully-outfitted adventure. Gear-up for May 2012 with these BOB
bicycle add-ons:
BOB Yak Trailer
Setting the standard for all others to follow it, the original, tough,
dependable Yak Trailer carries up to 70 pounds and attaches to most
bicycles’ rear wheel hubs, creating a low and stable center of gravity
with excellent aerodynamics.
BOB Ibex Trailer
With its rugged, three inches of adjustable suspension travel, the
Ibex trailer will follow a bike to the ends of the earth. Ride single
track, riverbeds and washboarded roads with the Ibex faithfully
towing gear, tools and supplies.
BOB Dry Sak
Created specifically for the Yak and Ibex trailers, the BOB Dry Sak fastens
into the trailer frame quickly and easily. Completely waterproof, it protects
your valuable cargo from rain, wind, errant sprinklers, and other surprises.
Tool Rax
This lightweight, durable rack system holds up to four full-size tools. Haul
shovels, picks, rakes and other tools for the work-day, or for a day of trail work.
Find the full line of BOB trailers and accessories at www.BOBgear.com.
BOB formed in 1994 as the first manufacturer of single-wheeled bicycle cargo trailers. Creator of the
original YAK and suspension-equipped IBEX, the company facilitates bike travel, touring and commuting by
offering quality, dependable trailers. As BOB’s founders became fathers, they designed and developed the first
Sport Utility Stroller in 1998 and now offer a complete line of popular strollers that help support active family
endeavors. Look for BOB products in cycling, sporting goods and baby stores nationwide, or to find a retailer, visit
www.bobgear.com.
For more information on BOB products, editorial media can contact Jamie at On the Horizon
Communications at (805) 773-1000 or jamie@thepressroom.com.

